
(RE)INTRODUCING:
THE BELLES SŒURS CUVÉE PINOT NOIR

The Belles Soeurs Cuvée is a hand-selected barrel reserve cuvée from our three family 
estate vineyards – Beaux Frères, Upper Terrace and Sequitur – that thoughtfully 

showcases the elegance and finesse of  each of  our sites.

100% Pinot Noir
Organic & Biodynamic Principles

Unfined and Unfiltered 



Please enjoy our fine wines responsibly. ©2019 Imported by Maisons & Domaines Henriot America, NY,NY

The Belles Sœurs Cuvée showcases the most elegant and ethereal barrels 
from our three family vineyards, the first such cuvée of  its kind. It is a 
bright, lively wine that demonstrates both lightness and depth, power and 
finesse – a worthy addition to our Ribbon Ridge portfolio, and a 
testament to the beauty of  our terroir in the Willamette Valley.

Michael D. Etzel
Winemaker
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The History
First launched in 1996 as a companion label to the Beaux Frères Vineyard, the Belles 

Sœurs would eventually evolve into the original format for our Willamette Valley Pinot 
Noir. After a 12-year pause, the wine is being re-released with the 2017 vintage, a 

growing season that was characterized by an abundance of  pristine fruit. 

The Style
A luxury wine offering softer minerality combined with bright yet balanced fruit, this 
is a lighter style of  Pinot Noir that still possesses power and depth. The Belles Sœurs

Cuvée is equal in quality to our Beaux Frères Vineyard Pinot Noir, but differs 
stylistically. Beaux Frères remains the fixture of  our lineup, with the Belles Sœurs

keeping stride as its whimsical counterpart. 
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“Impeccably polished and structured, with gracefully expressive cherry and 
blueberry flavors, laced with black tea, spice and orange peel notes, taking 
on richness toward refined tannins. Drink now through 2027.”  

– Tim Fish

Beaux Freres
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